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Abstract 65 

Hundreds of studies in last decades have aimed to compare the microbiome of patients 66 

suffering from diverse diseases with that of healthy controls. The microbiome-related 67 

component was additionally identified in pathophysiology of many diseases formerly 68 

considered to depend only on the host physiology. This, however, opens important 69 

questions like: “What is the healthy microbiome?” or “Is it possible to define it 70 

unequivocally?”. In this review, we describe the main hindrances complicating the definition 71 

of “healthy microbiome” in terms of microbiota composition. We discuss the human 72 

microbiome from the perspective of classical ecology and we advocate for the shift from the 73 

stress on microbiota composition to the functions that microbiome ensures for the host. 74 

Finally, we propose to leave the concept of ideal healthy microbiome and replace it by focus 75 

on microbiome advantageous for the host, which always depends on the specific context like 76 

the age, genetics, dietary habits, body site or physiological state. 77 
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Holobiont concept 97 

Progress in sequencing techniques opened new areas of research and revealed that all 98 

multicellular organisms, including humans, live in a tight co-existence with rich and highly 99 

variable resident microbiota (the bacteria, archaea, viruses, and fungi) that have a significant 100 

influence on the host development and health. The term microbiota is, in the literature, 101 

often replaced by the term microbiome, which, however, has two other, equally used, 102 

distinct definitions. The genetic definition uses this term to describe only the sum of genetic 103 

information of the resident microbiota, while the ecological point of view uses the term to 104 

describe the microbial community including its habitat with typical physical and chemical 105 

conditions, i.e. a dynamic and interactive microecosystem. Additionally, when speaking 106 

about microbiota or microbiome, the researchers often have in mind only bacteria, as they 107 

represent the most abundant and also most studied portion of microbial population 108 

associated with human body. This is also the case of this review.  109 

The human associated microbiota (microbiome) is now being recognized as a “new 110 

organ” that complements the host´s missing functions. Research focused on the role of 111 

microbiota in health and disease or on microbiome-based therapy, opens questions like: 112 

“What are the most important characteristics of healthy microbiome?”, “What core 113 

functions should it ensure for the host?” and “How could it be described?”. Growing 114 

understanding of the complexity of microbial ecosystems and their relationships with their 115 

environment unravels that there is probably nothing like one ideal healthy microbiome 116 

community.  117 

The achievements in the study of the human microbiome shifted the perception of 118 

multicellular organisms: they are not only a single entity by themselves, but should be 119 

considered as a whole together with a highly variable resident microbiota (the bacteria, 120 

archaea, viruses, and fungi), hence the term "holobionts" (1). Both the eukaryotic and 121 

prokaryotic components are tightly interconnected and live in a state of dynamic balance. 122 

Furthermore, the microbiome component is being continually challenged and replenished by 123 

contact with the surrounding environment (Figure 1).  124 

The holobiont concept brought yet another new term, hologenome, describing 125 

collective genomes of the host and its microbiota, where the host (human, animal, plant 126 

etc.) genes are only a minority. In the human holobiont, microbial genomes probably 127 

outnumber the human genes approx. 100times (2). From this perspective, even a birth event 128 



is not only a new human, but also a new community “infant plus its microbiota”(3). Since the 129 

start of the Human Microbiome Project, scientists have aimed to characterize the human 130 

healthy/beneficial microbiota, however, even after more than a decade there is still no 131 

sufficient insight on its nature or how it should behave. Here we summarize the main 132 

challenges we face in the field and highlight the most promising approaches.  133 

 134 

Human-associated microbiome from the ecological perspective 135 

Microbial communities inhabiting various niches of the human body are communities 136 

that meet the criteria of macroecosystems and therefore, it is useful and justifiable to 137 

borrow the concepts and methods from classical ecology. The ecosystem consists of all 138 

organisms living in a defined area and their interaction with the physical environment. This 139 

definition encompasses the complex, adaptive system that is characterized by historical 140 

dependency, nonlinear dynamics, threshold effects (i.e. factors promoting the return to the 141 

stable state after the disturbance), multiple basins of attraction (i.e. stable states), and 142 

limited predictability (4).  143 

The behavior of the system could be described using the model of “stability landscape” 144 

(5). In this model, the basins of attraction (depressions) represent the stable states. Within 145 

the basins, the systems tend to return to equilibrium with the lowest energy. The 146 

disturbances, i.e. substantial changes in the environment or community structure and 147 

composition, allow the system to pass the threshold and to set in a new stable state (Figure 148 

2). They are invaluable sources of stimuli leading to ecosystem adaptation and evolution if 149 

they occur in a predictive manner and manageable scale. On the other hand, if it is 150 

unpredictable and erratic, the community would suffer losses and even eventually become 151 

extinct (6).  152 

Stability, resistance, and resilience are essential characteristics of any ecosystem 153 

including the human microbiome (7). According to Pimm, a system is stable if key variables 154 

describing the system return to equilibrium values after displacement, the functions of the 155 

system are maintained and there is limited variability of key system parameters over time 156 

(8). Resistance is defined as the capacity of an ecosystem to remain unchanged on 157 

perturbation (9). Ecological resilience was conceptualized by Holing in 1996 and could be 158 

defined as a capacity of a system to absorb disturbance and reorganize while undergoing 159 

change, so as to still retain essentially the same function, structure, identity, and feedback 160 



(10). The combined and often synergistic effects of anthropogenic pressures can make 161 

ecosystems less resilient and thus more vulnerable to changes that could have been 162 

previously absorbed.   163 

In the human microbiome context, the initial state (Figure 2A) may represent the stable 164 

microbiome of a healthy individual (i.e. advantageous for the host). An intermediate level of 165 

disturbance modifies the community composition and its metabolic function, but the 166 

microbiome can revert to the original state (Figure 2B). If the intensity of the disturbance 167 

exceeds the adaptive capacity of the ecosystem, it passes the threshold and reaches a new 168 

stable state (Figure 2C). The mild disturbance might be a diversified diet or an exposure to a 169 

microbial-rich environment. An intensive disturbance could be provoked by the massive use 170 

of antibiotics, extensive sanitation, etc. and will push the system to a new stable state, 171 

potentially disadvantageous for the host (further referred as unhealthy or dysbiotic).  172 

The stable microbial system is intuitively considered healthy and indeed, it probably is – 173 

but from its own point of view, i.e. from point of view of the microbiome – not necessarily 174 

also the host. For example, in inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) or recurrent Clostridioides 175 

difficile infection, the gut microbiome could also be stable and resilient and as such, it 176 

becomes a significant obstacle to therapeutic intervention and contributes to the chronicity 177 

of the disease (11, 12). A stable state per se is not a sufficient indicator of a beneficial 178 

function, but understanding how stability is established and maintained is essential for 179 

diagnosis and successful therapy of many diseases. 180 

A key factor for microbiome stability and resilience is the microbial diversity and the 181 

consequent functional redundancy. This observation, originally described in grassland 182 

savanna ecosystems (13), was repeated in a laboratory “micro-setting”.  Naeem and Li 183 

performed an experiment on a wide set of artificial microbial communities with a different 184 

representation of key functional microbial groups representing terrestrial and aquatic 185 

ecosystems and variable amount of available nutrients. They found that the capacity of the 186 

system to maintain productivity was dependent on the balanced representation of the 187 

number of species per functional group and concluded that the “redundancy is a valuable 188 

commodity” (14).   189 

These observations resulted in the formulation of the “biological insurance hypothesis” 190 

(15) according to which compensation by one species for loss or decline in another preserves 191 



long-term average ecosystem performance and reduces variability in performance, 192 

promotes the long-term probability of persistence, and enhances resilience to perturbations.  193 

 194 

How to define “being healthy”?  195 

Even though the question seems to be simple, the answer is extremely complicated. The 196 

first problem represents the term “healthy”. Oxford Dictionary defines health as “the state 197 

of being free from illness and injury”. On the opposite end of the scale is WHO definition 198 

that describes health as “a state of complete physical, mental and social wellbeing and not 199 

merely the absence of disease or infirmity”. Both definitions received substantial criticism. 200 

While the former is negative and only excludes the state of illness, the latter is too complex 201 

and impossible to measure. Furthermore, the increase in the prevalence of chronic diseases 202 

would mean that many people with even minor health complications would be persistently 203 

considered as being ill (16, 17).  Despite the profound differences between these two 204 

definitions, they both share one common feature – they are static.   205 

In 1982, Stokes et al. proposed following definition: “Health is a state characterized by 206 

anatomical, physiological, and psychological integrity; an ability to perform personally valued 207 

family, work, and community roles; an ability to deal with physical, biological, psychological, 208 

and social stress.” (18). Interestingly, this definition introduces an important aspect, the 209 

ability to cope with stress, which moves the perception of health towards a dynamics 210 

process – seeking a balance. From this perspective, health is “a dynamic condition, 211 

encompassing resilience to stress and recovery from damage” (16, 17).  212 

Human microbiome(s) are very dynamic structures and there is no way to define and 213 

describe if they are a priori beneficial or harmful. The concept of dynamic health allows 214 

characterizing healthy or pathological microbiomes according to specific conditions.  215 

According to the concept of the human holobiont, illness could be related to an non-resilient 216 

microbiome unable to meet the physiological demands of the host (19).  217 

 218 

Healthy microbiome in the „one health concept“ 219 

According to one health concept in its simplified version, it is impossible or at least 220 

highly improbable to stay healthy in an unhealthy environment. To understand the holobiont 221 

physiology in its complexity we should, therefore, consider not only the two-component 222 



system, i.e. the host and its microbiome, and their mutual interactions, but also the 223 

holobiont interactions with its environment.  224 

The maintenance of a healthy microbiome is critically dependent on the continuous 225 

acquisition of microorganisms and appropriate supporting substrates through feeding, 226 

drinking, breathing, and other interactions with the environment (20-22). For example, the 227 

gut microbiome of hunters and gatherers still surviving in small communities living in 228 

relatively pristine areas and in close contact with their natural surroundings is characterized 229 

by a higher stability as well as higher diversity when compared to the western population 230 

living in urban areas. The gut microbiome diversity of western populations is reduced at all 231 

taxonomic levels, meaning that not only species, but also whole large groups, encompassing 232 

hundreds of species, are absent. This results in a loss of redundancy and thus of essential 233 

functions. The diet common in western societies, characterized by an oversupply of animal 234 

protein and fat and a low amount of plant polysaccharides, is associated with a poor capacity 235 

to digest carbohydrates (23, 24). 236 

Paradoxically, recent advances in medicine and better housing act against the natural 237 

self-renewing capacity of our microbiome resulting from the close exposure to the external 238 

reservoirs. The massive exposure to antibiotics often results in the depletion of keystone 239 

bacterial taxa or whole functional groups called guilds (22, 25, 26). Resulting changes in 240 

microbiome composition of citizens of developed countries have been correlated with a low 241 

level of resilience, chronic sub-inflammation, and compromised setting of the immune 242 

system (27, 28). The “hygiene hypothesis” postulates that reduction in the frequency of 243 

infections contributes directly to the increase in the frequency of autoimmune and allergic 244 

diseases while the contact with environments rich in microbial diversity protects against 245 

these disorders (29-31).  246 

 247 

Microbiome-related diseases 248 

The enormously growing microbiome research has important implications in the 249 

perception of the mechanisms underlying the onset and development of many NCDs. The 250 

way of life in modern, westernized society is profoundly different from the conditions 251 

determining the co-evolution of human hosts and their microbiomes. Relatively mild, but 252 

long-term influence of conditions like western-type lifestyle with unhealthy diets (32-34), 253 

high hygiene standards and extensive usage of cosmetics (35-37), overuse of medicine 254 



including antibiotics and proton-pump inhibitors (38), disturbances of the circadian rhythm 255 

(39, 40) etc. can cause the deterioration of the human body-associated microbiome 256 

ecosystem. In detail, it could be manifested as the loss of key bacterial taxa/guilds, loss or 257 

reduction of essential microbiome-mediated functions and metabolites, aberrant 258 

stimulation of immune system and compromised control against pathogen attack (19, 22, 259 

41). Such changes may belong to the principal drivers of the rise of non-communicable 260 

diseases (NCDs) prevalence throughout the last decades (27, 42, 43). The traditional 261 

definition of NCDs like asthma, heart disease, obesity, type 2 diabetes, cancer, 262 

neurodegenerative conditions or autoimmune diseases rules out microbes as causative 263 

agents. Recently the links between NCDs and altered, mainly, but not exclusively, gut 264 

microbiome were reported and the therapeutic implications have attracted keen interest 265 

among scientists. Several studies suggest that at least in some NCDs there is substantial 266 

microbiota-related component and thus they may be to some degree communicable among 267 

humans (43, 44). That might as well be the case, but some caution when interpreting the 268 

data and translating them into human context is desirable.  Many of the disease – 269 

microbiota associations are based on correlation studies, i.e. comparison of microbiota in 270 

apparently healthy and diseased population. This type of study suffer from two limitations, 271 

i.e. (i) correlation does not prove causation (45) and (ii) symptomatically invisible dysbiosis 272 

often precedes the disease onset as will be discussed further.  The widely used proof-of-273 

concept approach is the transplantation of fecal microbiota from individuals with and 274 

without a disease into germ-free animals. The subsequent recapitulation of the diseased 275 

phenotype is considered as the proof of causality and was demonstrated for many 276 

pathophysiological states, e.g. cardiovascular disease(46), IBD (47), type 2 diabetes (48), 277 

obesity (49) and others. Even though the outcomes of these studies are generally accepted, 278 

this experimental design has inherent limitations complicating the interpretation of the 279 

results (50). The authors definitely do not intend taking the role of microbiome in health and 280 

disease into question but it is necessary to keep in mind that oversimplified associations may 281 

lead to misinterpretation of experimental results and false identification of specific 282 

microbiota composition as “healthy” or “dysbiotic”.  283 

 284 

Microbiome-focused therapy 285 



Having in mind the holobiont concept, it seems shortsighted to focus the medical and 286 

scientific attention only on the host and his/her physiological processes and to neglect the 287 

therapeutic potential of our co-inhabitants. The identification of microbiota-related 288 

component in various diseases opens new field of microbiome-focused therapy that may be 289 

either untargeted (probiotics, prebiotics, fecal microbiota transfer) or targeted (engineered 290 

bacteria, postbiotics, phages) (51). Among these options, the fecal microbiota transfer (FMT) 291 

has the greatest potential to induce significant shift in whole gut microbiota community (12) 292 

and therefore, to replenish the missing function(s) of the microbiome in complexity. 293 

Currently, only recurrent Clostridioides difficile infection is approved for FMT therapy in both 294 

USA and EU (52) but at this moment, there are 150 clinical trials registered in 295 

clinicaltrials.gov investigating FMT therapeutic potential in many other pathological 296 

conditions, i.e. IBD, obesity, liver diseases, neurological diseases etc.  One of the main 297 

challenges that hinder wider application of this otherwise safe and inexpensive therapy in 298 

clinical practice is the lack of reliable criteria for the donor. According to the current 299 

standards, donors are meticulously tested for potential pathogen presence but the risk of 300 

the transmission of more complex “microbiota setting” is still not addressed. Indeed, one 301 

case study documented the transmission of an obese phenotype from an overweight donor 302 

to a lean patient following FMT for Clostridioides difficile infection (52, 53). Particularly from 303 

this point of view, the definition of healthy microbiome is of utmost importance. In the 304 

following paragraphs, we will discuss the uniqueness of host-microbiome interaction what 305 

opens the question whether it is feasible to establish the requirements of one super-donor 306 

or whether is better to adjust the requirements for the donor to the needs of specific 307 

recipient.  308 

 309 

There is nothing like “human healthy microbiome”  310 

It seems a healthy microbiome ensures a better health. However, the fundamental 311 

question, how the healthy microbiome should look like, has not been answered. To describe 312 

the healthy microbiome, we face several challenges, related to its variability in both time 313 

and space: 1) the individual microbiome exhibits both long-term and short-term dynamics. 2) 314 

Each body niche harbor a different microbial community adapted to highly variable local 315 

conditions. 3) The microbiota communities of different body niches are not separated but 316 

interact and influence each other. Therefore, the “unhealthy” state originating in one 317 



location may spread to other niches. 4) Since the dysbiosis often precedes the clinical signs 318 

of the disease, the microbiome of an apparently healthy individual can already be dysbiotic. 319 

5) Usefulness of specific microbiota for the host is context-dependent.  Specific microbiota 320 

can, depending on other circumstances, represent both the life-saving condition as well as 321 

the serious threat. 322 

 323 

Dynamic character of the microbiome 324 

The short-term fluctuations are caused for example by a change in the type of the 325 

physiological status, circadian rhythms, mechanical stimuli etc. while the long-term 326 

variability can result from hormonal shifts or changes connected with aging. The oral 327 

microbiome undergoes daily short-term dynamics. The tooth surface and supragingival 328 

community is challenged several times a day by teeth-brushing or intake of some foodstuff 329 

(e.g. simple sugars) and is naturally restored from other niches in the mouth as well as from 330 

the external sources (54). The vaginal microbiome in some women exhibited remarkable 331 

variations in time during the menstrual cycle, however for other women it remained 332 

relatively stable (55). The skin microbiome is generally considered to be highly stable in time, 333 

however, some parts of the foot also exhibited remarkable variability (56). 334 

The long-term dynamics of the human microbiome are driven by physiological changes 335 

related to ontogenesis and aging (Figure 3). In this context, the gut microbiome is probably 336 

the most studied one. During the very first days/weeks, the newborn gut microbiome is 337 

dominated by aerobic and facultative anaerobic bacteria. As the oxygen content in the gut 338 

gradually decreases, obligate anaerobes subsequently prevail. By the age of three years, the 339 

distal gut microbiota composition is represented almost entirely by obligate anaerobes (57). 340 

After the third year, the gut microbiome becomes less dynamic, however, the stable adult 341 

microbiome is established approximately at the end of the second decade of life and 342 

persists, again only approximately, up to the age of seventy. Aged microbiome is 343 

characterized by a continuous decline in the physiological functions affecting a wide 344 

spectrum of metabolic and immunological processes (58) resulting in a chronic pro-345 

inflammatory status called “inflammaging”. Despite significant individual and geographical 346 

variability, there are some common features of age-related changes in gut microbiota 347 

composition: (i) decreased alpha diversity (59); (ii) increase of potentially pathogenic 348 

bacteria, e.g. Streptococcaceae, Staphylococcaceae, and Enterobacteriaceae (60); (iii) 349 



reduction of the abundance of potentially beneficial bacteria like Faecalibacterium 350 

prausnitzii, Roseburia or Bifidobacterium (27, 61). Finally, the changes in microbiota 351 

composition are reflected by an altered functional performance, e.g. decreased production 352 

of beneficial short-chain fatty acids and increased production of branched-chain fatty acids. 353 

In general, aging is associated with a shift from predominantly saccharolytic metabolism 354 

towards predominantly putrefactive metabolism in the elderly, with more fermentation of 355 

proteins, which concomitantly produces different harmful fermentation metabolites (62, 63)  356 

 357 

The variability of human body niches 358 

The multicellular organism is composed of many, often highly variable, niches providing 359 

its microbial inhabitants with a wide range of living conditions. The oxygen pressure varies 360 

from fully aerobic; e.g. on the skin, to strictly anaerobic conditions; e.g. in the deep 361 

periodontal pockets or in the distal gut (cecum and colon). The temperature may be quite 362 

stable (~37 °C) in the gastrointestinal (GIT) or urogenital tract or highly variable on the skin 363 

surface depending on the environment, activities, and living habits of the host. The pH value 364 

can vary from strongly acidic in the stomach (pH=2), mildly acidic on the skin surface 365 

(pH=5.5) to more-less neutral in the oral cavity or small intestine. The energy sources vary a 366 

lot even throughout the gastrointestinal tract (GIT) and of course, any part of the GIT will 367 

provide a more rich and variable source of energy when compared for example to the vagina 368 

or scalp. 369 

GIT harbors many extremely different microbial communities. In the healthy oral cavity, 370 

there are at least four diverse ecological niches: the tongue, buccal mucosa, teeth surface, 371 

and gingival crevice, which differ in oxygen and nutrition availability, and saliva flow. In fact, 372 

the saliva could be considered another ecological niche. Continuing further through the GIT, 373 

the dominant environmental factors affecting the microbiome composition are acidity, 374 

oxygen pressure, bile acid composition and nutrient availability (Figure 4).  375 

The body surface provides variable environments as well. In general, we distinguish dry, 376 

moist and oily (sebaceous) areas on the skin and in addition some areas exhibiting 377 

topography-related specific features (foot toes), each harboring distinct microbial 378 

communities, for review see (56). The oily sites are typically colonized by Cutibacterium 379 

species while the moist environment of groin or navel is more suitable for 380 

Corynebacteriaceae and the bottom of heal is dominated by Staphylococcaceae (64). This 381 



skin microbiome variability is, however, true rather for the skin surface. Bay et al. 382 

demonstrated, that the microbiome of the lower dermal layers exhibits lower topologic 383 

diversity, is well conserved, and functionally distinct from the epidermal community (65).  384 

 385 

Interaction of individual microbiomes/body niches 386 

The microbiota communities separated in space communicate both directly, e.g. by 387 

transfer of microbiota and other material including microbial metabolites through the GIT, 388 

and indirectly via influencing immune system, neural network, and/or hormones. The most 389 

studied model is the oral-gut axis. On average, humans swallow 1.5 liters of saliva containing 390 

1.5 x 1012 bacteria per day (66, 67). The oral and gut microbiome seemed to be separated by 391 

physical barriers and chemical hurdles like a strongly acidic milieu in the stomach or primary 392 

bile acids in the duodenum. Despite these obstacles, however, the presence of oral bacteria 393 

has been demonstrated in many body sites (68-72). Live oral bacteria were described not 394 

only in lower GIT, but also in the aortic tissue (73), skin (74, 75), atherosclerotic plaques (76), 395 

human breast milk (77), brain of Alzheimer-affected patients (78), and healthy placenta (79). 396 

For long, the translocation of oral bacteria into lower GIT and other locations was considered 397 

to be rare, and it was supposed to be a consequence of the failure of defense mechanisms 398 

and hence a hallmark of the disease. Oral bacteria detected in lower GIT have been linked to 399 

several pathological states like IBD, colorectal carcinoma (80), pancreatic ductal 400 

adenocarcinoma (81) or rheumatoid arthritis (82). In an experiment, Klebsiella strains 401 

isolated from the saliva of human patients induced IBD in healthy germ-free mice (83). 402 

Recently it has been shown at a large scale that despite oral-gut barriers, a substantial part 403 

of the oral microbes freely and frequently traverse the GIT and colonize different niches (84). 404 

The transmissible bacteria included both pathogenic and commensal oral species (for 405 

example Prevotella strains or Fusobacterium nucleatum subspecies), however, the 406 

transmission scores were significantly increased for known opportunistic oral pathogens, 407 

causative agents of dental caries, and plaque-dwelling bacteria (84). Endocarditis-associated 408 

species (Haemophilus, Aggregatibacter, Streptococcus) exhibited increased transmission 409 

scores as well. Taken together, this is an example how the microbiota originating from one 410 

niche may modify the composition of distant microbial communities. 411 

The mechanism of migration of bacteria to out-of-GIT destination has not been fully 412 

elucidated yet but there is a growing body of evidence that alive bacteria could translocate 413 



through a leaky intestinal barrier and migrate via the circulation to the distal destinations 414 

(57). Alternatively, the oral bacteria could reach the blood circulation system through minor 415 

injuries caused by tooth brushing or during dental treatment  as formulated in the theory of 416 

focal infection reviewed recently by Olsen et al. (85). Furthermore, the direct translocation 417 

of bacteria from one niche to another is not the only way how two or more microbial 418 

communities communicate and shape each other. At least two other mechanisms are well 419 

described, i.e. via the modulation of the host immune system and via bacterial fermentation 420 

products released into the circulation (86).   421 

 422 

The dysbiosis precedes the clinical signs of the disease 423 

In microbiota-related diseases, the dysbiosis often precedes the clinical signs of the 424 

disease (87, 88), and the shift in the microbiome composition could serve as a marker of the 425 

risk of the disease development. However, it remarkably challenges the definition of the 426 

“healthy microbiome”, because having no clinical signs of the disease does not automatically 427 

mean that the microbiome is not already dysbiotic.  428 

An example of this phenomenon is the history of an effort to find a microbial signature 429 

of colorectal carcinoma. Numerous studies analyzed the gut microbiome in colorectal 430 

carcinoma patients with variable outcomes (89). The most consistent result is the increased 431 

abundance of Fusobacterium nucleatum (90) both in the feces and in mucosa-associated 432 

with the tumor. Several other genera were reported to be either elevated 433 

(Peptostreptococcus, Streptococcus, Porphyromonas, Selenomonas, Enterococcus, 434 

Escherichia/Shigella, Klebsiella) or decreased (Roseburia, Lachnospiraceae) in colorectal 435 

carcinoma patients but the pattern was not uniform (91). This controversy might be 436 

explained, at least partly, by the fact that the colorectal carcinoma-associated microbiome is 437 

being studied in a situation when the malignant conversion already occurred. For ethical 438 

reasons, it is difficult or even impossible to study the colon carcinogenesis “from the 439 

beginning” in humans. Therefore, we cannot be sure whether the observed alterations in the 440 

microbiome composition is the cause or the consequence of the cancer (92).  441 

The driver-passenger model has been proposed by Tjalsma et al. (93) to explain steps 442 

leading to malignant conversion of colon epithelium and the role of bacteria in this process 443 

(Figure 5). In this model, there are bacterial drivers and passengers, which contain bacteria 444 

with similar effects (94). Several specific bacteria, the “drivers”, with pro-carcinogenic 445 



features initiate colorectal carcinoma development and start the process of malignant 446 

transformation of the healthy epithelium into tumor tissue. These key pathogens  disappear 447 

as they failed to compete with opportunistic bacteria called “bacterial passengers” that are 448 

better adapted to the microenvironment of human colorectal carcinoma tumors (95). 449 

Therefore, bacterial drivers can be considered as an indicator of a high risk of colorectal 450 

carcinoma, while the disappearance of bacterial drivers and the appearance of bacterial 451 

passengers may be indicators of the already established colorectal carcinoma (94). So far, 452 

several “drivers” and “passengers” species have been proposed. Heliobacter pylori, 453 

Enterococcus faecalis, Streptococcus bovis/gallolyticus, and enterotoxigenic strains of 454 

Bacteroides fragilis are representatives of the “drivers” (96). Bacterial “passengers” are 455 

bacteria well-adapted to the tumor microenvironment that in turn produce metabolites 456 

favoring the growth of transformed colonocytes. A characteristic feature of “passenger” 457 

bacteria is formation of biofilms what substantially increases their viability and provides 458 

them competitive advantage over non-aggregated microorganisms.  The typical biofilm-459 

forming “passenger” bacteria is Fusobacterium nucleatum, which hampers the growth of 460 

butyrate-producing bacteria and thus reduces the release of butyrate, one of the main 461 

anticancer bacterial metabolites (92).  462 

The described example illustrate the motto of this paragraph “dysbiosis precedes the 463 

onset of the disease”.  In the case of colorectal carcinoma, the first events promoting 464 

tumorigenesis occur in the restricted area of the gut and predominantly low-abundant 465 

mucosa-associated bacteria are involved. The dysbiosis is local and in the first stages, it is not 466 

projected into easily accessible fecal microbiota and the disease is still not overtly 467 

manifested. The microbiota associated with fully developed tumor may not be in causative 468 

relationship with the disease onset and merely reflects the altered state in the malignant 469 

tissue. 470 

 471 

One size does not fit all  472 

The vast majority of the microbes inhabiting various human body niches balance 473 

between commensalism (one partner benefits while the other is apparently unaffected) and 474 

mutualism (co-dependence among symbionts, in which both partners experience increased 475 

fitness) (97), some cause harm only under specific circumstances (opportunistic pathogens) 476 

and only few are currently considered to be strictly pathogenic. The actual relationship 477 



between the particular microorganism and the host depends on many conditions and what 478 

is beneficial in one setting may become detrimental in a different context. A growing body of 479 

information describing the multifaceted relationship among hosts and their microbial 480 

dwellers suggests that mutualism and pathogenicity are two sides of the same coin (22) and 481 

the actual interrelationship depends on the context.   482 

Here we bring several examples that “one size does not fit all”. In a landmark study, 483 

Riquelme et al. showed that pancreatic adenocarcinoma tumors have a specific microbiome 484 

(103). This microbiome is derived from the gut microbiota and more importantly, the tumor 485 

microbiome composition differs in patients with long- and short-term survival (97). One of 486 

the key components of long-term survival tumor microbiota, Saccharopolyspora, was 487 

implicated in the inflammatory lung disease and was associated with cytokine 488 

overproduction (98). The authors suggested that tumor microbiota associated with long-489 

term survival contributes to the anti-tumor immune response by favoring recruitment and 490 

activation of CD8+ T cells, i.e. by inducing a pro-inflammatory immune response within the 491 

tumor microenvironment. Thus, in the context of pancreatic adenocarcinoma, the pro-492 

inflammatory microbiota pattern, usually and justly considered unhealthy, brings a literally 493 

life-saving advantage to the host.  494 

Most of the human gut bacteria possess the genetic equipment allowing for 495 

fermentation of substrates inaccessible to the host and thus increase the energy extracted 496 

from the food - but some strains are more efficient than others. In an elegant series of 497 

experiments on mono-colonized mice, Schwarzer et al. demonstrated that Lactobacillus 498 

plantarum promotes juvenile growth and mooreover, it buffered the adverse effects of 499 

chronic undernutrition (99). Therefore, having these Lactobacillus strains in the gut 500 

microbiota may represent an advantage if the host faces the risk of malnutrition; however, it 501 

is a substantial disadvantage when the energy is in excess.  502 

The gut microbiome is being adapted to the prevailing diet and lifestyle of the host. Few 503 

studies addressed the gut microbiome of still surviving communities of hunters and 504 

gatherers, among them Hadza people living in Tanzania (100). The diet of the Hadza is very 505 

rich in diverse plant polysaccharides but low in amino acids. Compared to the urban 506 

communities living in Italy or USA, their microbiome is enriched in several bacterial genera 507 

including Prevotella. Prevotella species possess the enzymatic capacity to degrade 508 

carbohydrates and have a high capacity for branched-chain amino acid (BCAA) biosynthesis 509 



(101, 102). BCAA are essential amino acids that must be supplemented as food or from 510 

bacterial metabolism (103). In the natural Hadza environment, Prevotella provides their 511 

hosts an advantage by increasing their capacity to process a vast array of refractory and 512 

resistant plant polysaccharides and supplementing BCAA missing in the diet.  513 

At the same time, Prevotella may represent a health risk for the people living in urban 514 

areas. There is a long-lasting evidence that elevated circulating BCAA associate with insulin 515 

resistance, obesity, and diabetes (104) and may even predict cancer development (105). The 516 

association between Prevotella-rich gut microbiome and insulin resistance was 517 

demonstrated. This particular example illustrates how diverse are interactions between the 518 

host – microbiome - environment. In one setting, the metabolic equipment (BCAA 519 

biosynthesis) may represent either an evolutionary advantage (in case of low availability of 520 

animal proteins) or a risk factor (in the situation of protein overnutrition). High fibrinolytic 521 

capability may be of utmost importance (when most of the calories are obtained from plant 522 

polysaccharides not easily accessible to humans) or negligible factor (when fiber in the diet is 523 

rare). 524 

Other examples can be found in oral microbiome studies. When comparing healthy 525 

community with periodontitis patients, in almost every sufficiently big cohort there are few 526 

outliers of both types – clinically healthy individuals with a clearly dysbiotic microbiome and 527 

on the other hand severely affected patients with “healthy microbiomes” (88). The authors 528 

hypothesize that some individuals possess an over-reactive immune system that triggers the 529 

proinflammatory reaction to otherwise symbiotic bacteria while subject with a less reactive 530 

immune system are more tolerant to pathogens. Several other examples of situations when 531 

people do not develop the same level of oral disease under the same circumstances are 532 

discussed in the review by Rosier et al. (54).  533 

 534 

How to describe the microbiome 535 

As mentioned above, the microbiome is a complex and dynamic structure and the 536 

choice of appropriate measures is a challenging task. We can ask about its taxonomic 537 

composition (“Who is present? How abundant is each component?”), about the functional 538 

potential (“What are the consortium members able to do?”), about their actual metabolic 539 

performance (“What are they doing just now?”) or how is the community stable or 540 

vulnerable.  541 



The taxonomic composition could be addressed in principle by two approaches, 16S 542 

rRNA gene sequencing or shotgun metagenomic sequencing (WMS) each of them answering 543 

a somewhat different question. 16S rRNA gene sequencing provides, rapidly and for 544 

relatively low cost, information about taxonomic composition with limited precision and 545 

depth of identification. WMS informs us not only about the presence of individual taxa but 546 

also about the metabolic potential of the community, i.e. the presence of respective marker 547 

genes representing metabolic pathways, however, for the sake of higher costs and 548 

requirements for advanced computational skills (106). An alternative approach is RNA 549 

sequencing which is similar to WMS in the principle, just instead of the microbial DNA, 550 

mRNA serves as a template. RNA sequencing identifies only genes that are actively 551 

transcribed at the time of sampling, i.e. it takes into consideration only the alive 552 

microorganisms and informs about their functional profile (106). 553 

Most bacteria possess a wide metabolic repertoire and individual metabolic pathways 554 

could be easily switched on and off to maximize the energy yield from the available 555 

substrate(s). Therefore, the same bacteria are capable to produce a very different spectrum 556 

of metabolites. The simple list of bacteria present in a sample or the metagenomic analysis 557 

including a list of encoded enzymes/metabolic pathways thus provide only partial 558 

information about the actual state of the studied community. In contrast, the metabolome 559 

has been proposed as a functional read-out of the human microbiome (107), reflective of 560 

microbiome–host interactions with an immediate impact on host health. Metabolomics 561 

identifies already biosynthesized metabolites/small molecules and therefore provides 562 

reliable information about the performance of the microbiota as a whole. On the other 563 

hand, we cannot assign particular metabolites to specific members of the consortium or to 564 

the host, and there are several other technological biases: There are two main approaches 565 

to metabolome analysis – targeted and untargeted. The targeted analysis focused on the 566 

preselected group of metabolites ensures the high reproducibility and accuracy of the 567 

outcome but the obtained information is limited to a narrow spectrum of compounds. The 568 

untargeted analysis aims to identify as many compounds as possible allowing for the 569 

elimination of selection bias. At the same time, this approach faces several limitations. First, 570 

the identification of hundreds of compounds is laborious, time-consuming, and sometimes 571 

impossible. Second, the selection of the sample processing and separation methods always 572 

limits the outputs only to part of the present metabolites. Third, the quantification of the 573 



obtained signals is complicated and usually, the quantity of a particular compound could be 574 

expressed only as a portion of the total, i.e. in percent, but not in absolute concentrations. 575 

All the above-mentioned methodological approaches – metagenomics, 576 

metatranscriptomics, metabolomics – share one common feature, they produce a huge 577 

amount of data. The enormous technological development somewhat outruns our tools and 578 

ability to understand, visualize and interpret this reality and seriously complicates the 579 

integration of outcomes from different studies. The complexity of the microbiome systems 580 

impose enormous demands on the whole research pipeline what results in the 581 

reproducibility crisis (108). Searching for the roots of this problem numerous studies were 582 

undertaken and unraveled that the chosen method significantly influence the outcome at 583 

virtually each step of the experimental procedure – from sample collection and DNA 584 

extraction (109) , library preparation (110) to the bioinformatics pipeline (111) and data 585 

handling method (112).  In response to this challenge, guidelines for “wet lab procedures” 586 

(MBQC project, IHMS project) were established (110, 113). Standard guidelines tailored to 587 

microbiome study reporting called STORMS (“Strengthening The Organizing and Reporting of 588 

Microbiome Studies”) checklist were developed by a consortium of multidisciplinary 589 

specialists (114). STORMS provides a tool to organize study planning and manuscript 590 

preparation, to improve the clarity of manuscripts, and to facilitate reviewers and readers in 591 

assessing these studies. Unfortunately, there is no general consensus on how to handle 592 

omics data on bioinformatics level so far and several approaches exist, all of them having 593 

their plus and cons (115). The authors would like to stress that the selection of 594 

bioinformatics method and biostatistical approach always determines the outcome. At 595 

present, the only solution of this bottleneck is the openness in sharing the original 596 

sequencing data with sufficient metadata allowing for their re-analysis. 597 

So far, we addressed only the cross-sectional description of the microbial community, 598 

i.e. “here and now”. Aiming to the description of a healthy microbiome, whatever it is, the 599 

more important issue is the assessment of sustainability measures of the microbial 600 

ecosystem, its stability, resistance, and resilience. Unfortunately, this field is still at the very 601 

beginning and the development of new methodological approaches is highly needed.  602 

 603 

Examples of healthy microbiomes 604 



All the above-mentioned facts make the postulation of the healthy microbiome of a 605 

specific human body site uncertain and complicated. Nevertheless, in few cases the 606 

scientists succeeded at least to describe the taxa as generally beneficial for their hosts, 607 

which thus could be considered a healthy microbiome of the niche. 608 

 609 

Vaginal microbiome 610 

The best example could be a relatively simple vaginal microbiome (116). During the 611 

reproductive age, it is mainly dominated by Lactobacillus sp. which metabolites keep low pH 612 

protecting thus the genital tract and fetus from pathogenic microorganisms, for review see 613 

(117). It can be affected by ethnicity (118), age, and hormonal state - negligibly by menstrual 614 

cycle (55) but remarkably during puberty and pregnancy (119). In pregnancy, the species 615 

richness generally decreases (116) but the alpha diversity depends on the gestation week 616 

and could serve even as a predictive marker of the pre-term delivery risk (120). The human 617 

vaginal microbiota is generally assigned to several vaginotypes or community state types 618 

(CSTs), first described by Ravel et al. (121), but following scientific papers in the field differ in 619 

the number of identified CSTs as well as in their characterization, which is always dependent 620 

on the clustering analysis of the entire evaluated sample set.  621 

Nevertheless, we can conclude, that the vaginal microbiome of healthy adult women is 622 

predominantly composed of one or more Lactobacillus sp. and that some small percentage 623 

of women harbor a mixed population of non-Lactobacillus species based on Gardnerella 624 

vaginalis, Prevotella, Atopobium, Klebsiella and others. The Lactiobacillus sp.-based CSTs are 625 

considered beneficial (keeping low pH and producing metabolites protective against 626 

urogenital infections) while the mixed Gardnerella-based CST can indicate the risk of 627 

bacterial vaginosis. Among Lactobacillus-based CSTs, the predominance of L. crispatus in 628 

pregnancy is considered protective against the risk of preterm delivery, while the L. inners 629 

seems to indicate an increased risk of prematurity as well as the mixed Gardnerella based 630 

CST.  631 

 632 

Oral microbiome 633 

A much more complicated situation is in the oral cavity. After the gut, the oral cavity has 634 

the second largest and diverse microbiota (122). It even gained its own database HOMD 635 

(Human oral microbiome database; https://www.homd.org/) harboring currently 774 oral 636 



bacterial species, 26% of them being known only as uncultivated phylotypes (123). Last, but 637 

not least, in the majority of scientific studies employing 16S rDNA-based taxonomy and 638 

clustering analysis comparing variable healthy and diseased groups, there are outliers, i.e. 639 

clearly diseased patients with the seemingly “healthy” microbiome and vice versa. For all 640 

these reasons, the estimation of the healthy oral microbiome is extremely tricky and it is 641 

clear, that “one size does not fit all”. Nevertheless, the current state of knowledge enables 642 

us to define at least some characteristics of beneficial oral microbiome of Caucasian 643 

individuals living in developed countries. 644 

The healthy oral microbiome is generally based on variable species of Streptococcus, 645 

mainly S. mitis, S.oralis, S. gordonii, S. sanguinis or S. parasanquinis (S. mutans is associated 646 

with dental caries so it cannot be considered beneficial); further various Haemophillus 647 

species, Neisseria, Rothia, Gemella, Lautropia and probably also Veillonella (88), which, as an 648 

anaerobic microorganism, could be considered a transient taxon on the way to dysbiosis. 649 

Such oral microbiome often comprises also Fusobacterium nucleatum, which cannot be 650 

considered beneficial but its low percentage in oral cavity probably does not cause any harm 651 

(however, its presence in GIT is associated e.g. with increased risk of colon cancer) (81, 92).  652 

However, when these more-less aerobic species are gradually replaced by F. nucleatum, 653 

Porphyromonas sp. like P. pasteri and P. catoniae, and Capnocytophaga sp., the 654 

microenvironment becomes more suitable for true periopathogenic taxa like red-complex 655 

bacteria Porphyromonas gingivalis, Tannerella forsythia, Treponema denticola, 656 

Fretibacterium sp. and Filifactor alocis. Such oral microbiome is considered dysbiotic and the 657 

respective individual is at a high risk of developing periodontal disease or is already 658 

symptomatic (88). The interplay between the oral microbiome and immune system of the 659 

host is highly individual and the clear definition of the level of dysbiosis already critical for 660 

the development of the disease is not available. The tools enabling the evaluation of the 661 

dysbiosis based on the taxonomic composition of the oral microbiome, thus can be used to 662 

place the patient in question on a scale from health to the disease based on comparison with 663 

a database of already diagnosed individuals, however, it is only based on the statistic 664 

probability and there always would be some individuals misclassified (124). 665 

 666 

Summary  667 



An overwhelming amount of evidence proves that the human microbiome fully deserves 668 

to be considered an additional organ of the human body.  Unfortunately, we still lack the 669 

appropriate measures allowing for the objective evaluation of whether the individual 670 

microbiome is healthy or not. Even the term “healthy” is misleading. It would be more 671 

appropriate to assess whether the microbiome composition and performance are 672 

(dis)advantageous for the host. The suitability of the particular microbiome composition for 673 

the host is always dynamic and depends on the situation of the host and the conditions of 674 

the environment; therefore, it is impossible to define one idealized community of specific 675 

microbes. The more promising approach may be to concentrate our effort on the definition 676 

of the essential (core) set of functions and metabolic modules that a healthy holobiont 677 

should possess – no matter if provided by its prokaryotic or eukaryotic part. Their absence 678 

could be predictive of the disease onset, especially in cases when the dysbiosis precedes the 679 

manifestation of the clinical symptoms. The therapeutic interventions should rather be 680 

focused on the replenishment of the attenuated/missing functions of the microbiome than 681 

on the simple provision of selected probiotic strains.  682 

Furthermore, one of the key characteristics of a healthy microbiome is its resilience, i.e. 683 

the ability to maintain the necessary function in the changing environment even when it 684 

means the reorganization and changes in the composition of the community. The 685 

disturbations imposed on the human microbiome ecosystem are in most cases inevitable. 686 

Our efforts to reduce the resulting undesired shifts in the microbiome structure should 687 

preferentially address and strengthen the resilience rather than try to achieve some ideal 688 

composition. 689 

Finally, to our opinion, the human microbiome must be envisioned as a complex system 690 

tightly interconnected with other macro- and micro-ecosystems in our environment. Our, i.e. 691 

human, microbiome cannot stay healthy in an otherwise unhealthy environment, and 692 

therefore, it is essential to pay similar attention to all components of the planetary 693 

ecosystem.  694 
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Figure legends 1002 
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Figure 1 Human holobiont and its interaction with the environment. © Linda Čihařová.  1004 

 1005 

Figure 2 Stability landscape model. (A) original state; (B) transition state; (C) new stable 1006 

state. Dashed arrows indicates the disturbance, solid arrows the adaptation of the system to 1007 

the disturbance. Adapted according to Folke et al. (5).  1008 

 1009 

Figure 3 Long-life dynamics of gut microbiome. 1010 
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Figure 4 Variability of the environmental conditions along the gastrointestinal tract. 1012 
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Figure 5 Drivers – passengers model. Adapted according to Tjalsma et al. (93).  1014 
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Figure 1 Human holobiont and its interaction with the environment. © Linda Čihařová.  1044 
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Figure 3 Long-life dynamics of gut microbiome. 1099 
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Figure 4 Variability of the environmental conditions along the gastrointestinal tract. 1131 
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Figure 5 Drivers – passengers model. Adapted according to Tjalsma et al. (93).  1160 
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